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COMPANY INFORMATION 

Company Name: 

Office Address: 

Website: 

Company Contact: 

Industry/Service: 

Company Size (# staff): Office Dress Code:  

Company Bio: 

Team/Culture Information: 

Indigenous Experience (projects/staff) & Role Integration with Sen̓áḵw:  
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Rectangle



OPPORTUNITY INFORMATION 

Opportunity Name: 

Position Type: 

Job Location: 

Senakw Project Specific: 

Vehicle Required: 

1-2 Week shadow

officin e

yes

yes

no

no

Opportunity Length (initial period): 

Anticipated Start Date: 

Hours of Work: Compensation Range (hourly): 

Opportunity Description: 

Required Qualifications: 

Other Skills + Abilities (an asset, but not required): 

Future Career Outcomes / Pathways & Training and Development for this role: 

3-6 Week Placement

on-site

3-6 Month Co-Op

Both


	1: Revery Architecture, Inc.
	2: #300 - 1706 West 1st Ave., Vancouver BC, V6J 0E4
	3: www.reveryarchitecture.com
	4: Stani Kokalova / Amirali Javidan
	5: Architecture
	6: 40
	Office Dress Code: Business Casual
	Company Bio: Revery Architecture Inc. (Revery) is an award-winning, Vancouver-based and internationally recognized architecture, interior design and planning practice renowned for providing innovative and unique customized solutions to our global clients. Designing performing arts and cultural facilities, libraries, community and recreational centres, post-secondary educational institutions, and mixed-use residential projects, our firm’s international design prowess is founded on decades of experience and a rich cultural understanding and appreciation of each project’s unique context. Revery’s work spans a range of disciplines—from architecture and product design, to master planning and urban design—and is executed on a variety of scales. Revery is known for delivering elegant, functional, and sophisticated buildings that engage, inspire, and become catalysts for positive change and growth within the communities. 
	TeamCulture Information: Our team of diversely talented professionals hails from more than 15 different countries and provides a wealth of international expertise, multi-cultural sensitivity, passion, and exceptional creative talent. We bring innovation and decades of in-depth experience to successfully accentuate the beauty and latent opportunities intrinsic to a project’s site, program, purpose, and requirements while delivering cutting-edge design innovations and iconic buildings.Committed to a philosophy of ‘Building Beyond Buildings’, Revery’s design-oriented studio is a leader in community placemaking and designs on the belief that the buildings we create should go beyond form and function – they should engage and influence people, shape their perceptions and experiences, not just today but long into the future; profound meaningful architecture should stimulate human interactions and evoke existential values and life quality. We are passionate about creating exciting and mindful spaces that challenge the norm, exceed expectations, and affect positive emotions and enriching experiences.
	Indigenous Experience projectsstaff: Revery is proud to be developing the architectural design and masterplan for the Senakw, a partnership project between the Squamish First Nation and Westbank. Undoubtedly, this is the most progressive First Nations-led project in Canadian history. Through our work, we continue to learn and grow, and be inspired by the bold vision of the Squamish First Nation for Senakw. Alongside the Squamish First Nation, we are aligned in the spirit of community and intrinsic values fostering nature, sustainability and well-being. Our focus is on realizing a development that not only caters to the needs of the current community, but also for the many generations ahead.Revery has committed to learning much more about indigenous ways and values, and to undertaking decolonization efforts in our practice. As part of an internal cultural learning series, our office will be undertaking a cultural sensitivity training workshop led by Rain Daniels and Chelsea Branch, and had a lecture by indigenous architect Alfred Waugh. In our recent project pursuits, we have pushed for creating a cultural design liaison position as an integral component of our design team and process. We are now set to begin one of these projects this month.
	undefined: Student Internship Co-op - Architecture, Architectural Technology or Interior Design
	Opportunity Length initial period 1: 3 to 6 months
	Opportunity Length initial period 2: Spring 2024
	Opportunity Length initial period 3: 37.5 hrs/ week
	Compensation Range hourly: $24.08 / hr
	Opportunity Description: We are currently seeking a talented and passionate Architecture, Architectural Technology or Interior Design student with a sense of adventure to join our team! As a Student intern, you will be working within teams on various local and/or international projects within an innovative, design oriented, and fast paced environment. The position may entail some or all of the following tasks: physical model-making, digital rendering, drafting, support on presentation packages.The applicant should be enrolled in post-secondary program in either Architecture, Architectural Technology, or Interior Design.
	Required Qualifications: -Well versed student developing skills in Architecture / Architectural technology / Interior Design-Good graphic skills -Good digital or physical model making skills-Proficiency with some/ all of the following softwares: Rhino, Revit, AutoCAD, and Adobe Creative Suite-Strong professional communication skills (written and verbal)-High level of accuracy and attention to detail-Proven ability to work positively and collaboratively with team-Thrives in rigours, fast paced and creative environments-Passionate, strong work ethic, and sense of humour
	Other Skills  Abilities an asset but not required: -Proficiency in digital rendering skills-Proficiency in model-making skills
	Future Career Outcomes  Pathways: -Architect or Architectural Technologist-Interior Design-Designer-Model maker-Graphic designer-Digital renderer
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